zl[z]/(f(z), zk) has property *(k).
Proof. Let R have *(k). We assert that R has a prime power number of elements. If not, say o(R)=ab with (a, ft)=l, then A = {r | ar = 0} and B = {r \ br = 0} are two ideals of R such that A^B and BQA which contradicts *(k). Thus o(R)=p" ior some prime p.
We assume k> 1 and choose xER, x^i?2. Then the subring (R2, x) of R generated by R2 and x is an ideal properly containing R2 whence (R*, x)=R. This gives R' = (R2, x)' = (R'+\ *•)• Taking s = k-l, k -2, • ■ • , we find that R is the image of zl [z] (I the ring of rational integers, z an indeterminate) by the homomorphism <f> which sends z into x. Now we claim that pxER2-Indeed, otherwise we should have (R2, px)=R whence there exists an integer 5 such that x -spxER2 which gives xk~1 = spxk~1= ■ ■ • =sap"xk~1=0 whence i?*-1 = (0), a contradiction.
Thus px = a2x2+aixs+
• ■ • -t-aA_ix*-1 with the a< rational integers, so that if we put/(z) =pz -a2z2 -azZ3-■ ■ ■ -ak-izk~l, the ideal (zk, f(z)) is contained in the kernel of <b. Conversely, every element of the kernel of <p is congruent modulo (zk, f(z)) to a polynomial of the form ftiz-f ■ • • +ft*-iz*_1 with 0^ft,<p. If fti^O, then ftiX is in R2 which is impossible. Similarly each ft,-= 0 for l^i^k -1 so that the kernel of <b is (zk,f(z)), i.e. R^zl 1 The author wishes to express his appreciation to the referee for many helpful suggestions, which shortened the proofs considerably. rational integers and 0^&,<p. Let m be the smallest index such that / contains an element of the form b^m+ • • • + bk-izk~1 with bmj*0. Multiplying this element by z*-m_1, we see that bjik~1 is in / whence S*-1 is in /. Multiplying by zk~~m~2 we see that bmzk~2+bm+izk-1 is in /whence zk~2 is in /. Similarly, zfc_8, • • • , zm are in /whence J=Rm.
Corollary.
If R has property *ik), then there exists a prime p such that o(R) =pk~1 and the following properties of R imply each other:
(1) pR=R2, (2) the additive group of R is cyclic, (3) R^pI/p"I. If £ has property (1), then a2 = 0 so that the additive order of z is p*_1 whence z generates the additive group of £ so that £ has property (2).
To see that (2) implies (3) note that z2 = hz for some integer h. It is easy to see that h = cp where (c, p)=l whence there is an integer h prime to p so that (hiz)2=p(hiz). Now the map pj-^pz is a homomorphism of pi onto £ with kernel pkI.
Theorem II. Let Rbe a finite ring with an identity and with a nonzero radical N. Suppose further that there exists a prime p such that the only ideals of R and R, pR, • • • , pkR = (0) and that every ideal of N is also an ideal of R. Then R^I/pkI.
Proof. Clearly o(R) is a power of p. Thus pRQN and we have £I)AOp£ whence N = pR. Let / be any ideal of N; then Theorem I implies that / has the form pr£, i.e. Nr=prR = J, so that every ideal of £ is a power of N. The ring N/N2 has no ideals and hence has p elements. The mapping x-»px induces a homomorphism of £/A^ onto N/N2, both considered as double modules over £. As a double module, £/A7 is simple; hence R/N^N/N2 (module isomorphic) so £/Af is cyclic of order p. If e is the identity of £, then R = Ie+pR and by induction R = Ie+p'R, so that R = Ie. Thus ra->ne is a homomorphism of / onto £ with kernel pk.
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